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The skeletal system of humans is constantly undergoing
continual degradation that in ideal situations is balanced by new
bone synthesis. Because bone is a dynamic tissue, it can adapt
by strengthening when subjected to mechanical stress, such as
repetitive physical activity. In athletic exercise the extremities of
the body are subjected to repeated mechanical stress creating a
condition where bone turnover (bone remodeling) is accelerated.
The process of bone remodeling is dependent on numerous
factors including levels of exercise, hormone levels and tissue
availability of certain vitamins and minerals.
When bone repair processes are suboptimal, bone repair cannot
keep up with accelerated bone degradation resulting in loss of
bone strength and stress fractures. Strenuous physical training in young adults will result in either a rapid
increase in bone density as a result of adaptive bone remodeling or bone mineral loss, which can result in
stress fractures (1).
Bone mineral loss is a condition involving multiple interacting factors. Numerous variables including age,
gender, hormonal status, heredity, amount of exercise, medication use, smoking, alcohol consumption,
inactivity due to illness or injury, and nutritional factors such as the level of intake of protein, calcium,
magnesium, sodium, potassium, zinc, phosphorus and trace minerals, which all affect bone mass, bone
strength and muscle strength (2-4).
Clinicians recognize that regular strenuous exercise could contribute to nutritional deficiencies due to
mineral loss in sweat and increased urinary excretion (5-7); but most dieticians believe that any emergent
deficiencies are easily corrected by ingestion of a well balanced diet. From my review of the literature, it is
apparent to me that the conventional thinking, in regards to bone density and bone health is wrong, since a
significant proportion of athletes will develop stress fractures as a result of training (8-9). In one study of
95 track and field athletes there was an over all frequency of stress fractures of 21% with low bone density
identified as a significant risk factor especially in women (10). Researchers have implicated bone mineral
loss secondary to estrogen deficiency, testosterone deficiency, nutritional insufficiency of calcium and
vitamin D and trace mineral deficiencies as a contributing factor in the causation of stress fractures in
individuals who are involved in athletic training programs (11-13). Despite an adequate diet many athletes
will still develop bone mineral loss not bone strength with training (14-16). I believe part of the solution
can be the use of nutrients such as mineral transporters that support the bioelectric regenerative processes
involved in bone formation.
Regeneration is a healing process where the body can replace damaged tissues. Some of the most important
biophysical factors implicated in musculoskeletal repair and regeneration involve natural electrical
properties of the body’s tissues and cells (17), such as cell membrane potential (capacitance) and protein
semiconduction of electricity. The body utilizes these fundamental bioelectronic features to naturally
produce electrical currents that are involved in repair and regeneration (18-22).
Becker has shown in his research that the flow of endogenous electrical currents in the body is not a
secondary process, but in fact is an initiator and control system used by the body to regulate healing in bone
and other tissues (20, 23-24). The proper production and conduction of endogenous electrical currents is
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required to stimulate primitive precursor cells to differentiate to osteoblasts and chondroblasts (23-24).
Once the bone forming osteoblasts are created, they must maintain a healthy cell membrane electrical
potential and have available certain critical nutrients in order to form the polysaccharide and collagen
components of osteoid. Endogenous bone electrical currents created through piezoelectricity (25-26) are
also required for deposition of calcium crystals (27). When the biophysical electrical properties of bone are
considered, then it makes sense to develop a nutritional bone support formula that supports the body’s
biophysical electrical processes to potentiate the healing of injured musculoskeletal tissue.
Bone and other connective tissues are organized living liquid crystals that have the ability to remodel
themselves in response to stress. Bone calcium crystals are deposited in orderly arrays in protein liquid
crystal fibers in proportion to the compressional load placed on the bone. This is why athletes with healthy
mineral nutrition generally have thicker bones and stronger bones as compared to nonathletes.
When bone is compressed it will generate electrical potentials (28). Bone forming cells will deposit
calcium crystals at the point of compressional stress. Researchers, particularly Robert O. Becker, have
determined that this calcium deposition is caused by a piezoelectric effect (24). When bone is compressed
the compressed area will develop a negative potential with positive potential present in uncompressed
areas. When there is a difference in electrical potential an electric current will flow in liquid crystal protein
fibers and in and just above the bone cell membranes, which will stimulate bone formation (osteoblastic
activity) at the negative end of the current flow. For such a system to work the cell membranes of the
osteoblasts must act as biological capacitors that are able to hold electrical charges and allow for the flow
of electric currents. Capacitors are well known electronic components that are composed of two conducting
sheets or metal plates separated by a thin layer of insulating material. Cells contain several forms of
biological capacitors, which consist of an insulating material (the membrane) covered on both sides by
collections of charged dissolved minerals, which serve the same function as a conducting metal plate.
Because the exterior cell membrane and the membranes of cell organelles like the mitochondria in animals
and the chloroplasts in plants are biological capacitors they have the capacity to accumulate and store
charge and hence energy to be given up when needed.
Bone formation in part depends on having healthy osteoblast cell membrane capacitance (29). A healthy
cell membrane in turn depends on having the proper lipid composition, which in turn is dependent on
adequate dietary sources of essential lipid compounds. Since energy is needed to run any type of machinery
be it mechanical or biological it makes sense that nutrients that can enhance energy production and energy
storage can have profound biological effects. Nutrients that support protein synthesis, cell membrane
capacitance and the electrical properties can facilitate bone regeneration and bone mineralization.
Bone matrix, a composite specialized connective tissue framework made up of collagen and
noncollagenous proteins, is biologically hardened by the deposition of minerals, the primary one being
calcium (30). Bone is not a static tissue. It is continually being deposited and reabsorbed. The initial stage
in bone production is the secretion of collagen molecules by bone forming cells called osteoblasts. The
collagen strands secreted by the osteoblasts then spontaneously organize themselves into triple helix
structures. The stability of collagen requires vitamin C, which is necessary for the amino acid proline to
form cross linkages between the three strands of collagen. Vitamin C is therefore an essential nutrient in
bone formation. Collagen now binds to molecules called proteoglycans (chondroitin sulfate and hyaluronic
acid), which are also made by bone osteoblasts, forming a composite connective tissue matrix called
osteoid. The formation of osteoid traps the osteoblasts in the matrix where they now secrete calcium salts
on the surface of the collagen these salts eventually crystallize into calcium hydroxyapatite crystals
hardening the matrix.
Because bone becomes brittle with age and because the body is continually being subjected to mechanical
stress, the old bone matrix and calcium crystals are removed by bone cells called osteoclasts. Osteoclasts
are needed to reabsorb old bone so new bone can be made in its place. When osteoporosis and bone
degeneration occur the reabsorption of bone outpaces the deposition of new bone.
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Any nutritional program designed to support bone health must address the different processes that go into
bone formation and the starting point is to insure that: healthy bone matrix is formed, osteoblasts are able to
maintain a healthy capacitance charge and adequate amounts of key structural minerals, trace mineral
cofactors and enzyme coenzymes (vitamins) are delivered to and into osteoblast cells.
All living cells have a membrane potential (of about -70mV). In healthy tissue the inside of the cell is
negative relative to its external surface, but when tissues are injured sodium and water flows in to the cells
and potassium, magnesium and zinc are lost from the cell interior. The change in mineral content of the cell
is one of the major factors causing injured cells to have lower membrane potential. A healthy cell
membrane potential is strongly linked to the control of cell membrane transport mechanisms as well as
DNA activity and protein synthesis. Therefore injured cells, which cannot maintain normal membrane
potential, will have electronic dysfunction that will impede repair and rejuvenation processes. A key
component of bone repair and rejuvenation is to reestablish a healthy membrane potential in bone forming
cells (31-36).
The electrical charge of the cell membrane is maintained both by the structure of the membrane and it’s
associated minerals, however these minerals must be in the proper location at the proper concentration for
optimization of cellular potential and metabolic activity. Mineral transporters serve the function of special
delivery vehicles placing minerals in optimal cellular and subcellular locations (37-39).
As medical doctors have come to understand the electrical properties of tissues and the role of electricity in
repair and rejuvenation, use of electrotherapy is becoming commonplace in health care. Since the
application of electrotherapy modalities is now being used in repairing wounds (40-41), nonhealing
fractures (23) and other conditions. It makes logical sense to investigate, find and utilize nutrient
compounds that can support the production of the body’s own natural electrical properties. From the point
of view of bone my bone support recommendations are designed to facilitate intracellular mineral levels,
cell membrane capacitance, cell protein production, normal collagen structure and calcium crystal
deposition. This supplement approach is specifically designed to support the electrical processes involved
in bone formation.
Nutritional approaches designed to support bone health should include components that provide the
required building materials as well as the cofactors needed by the body. Almost everyone knows calcium is
needed to build bone, but it is less well known that zinc, magnesium, trace minerals, vitamin C and vitamin
D are also essential nutrients in the production of bone particularly bone matrix (42). Animals given trace
mineral deficient diets show bone loss identical to osteoporotic bone loss in humans (43). Studies have
shown that individuals with deficiencies of the mineral magnesium and the trace minerals boron, zinc,
copper and manganese have lower bone mineral density and bone strength (44).

Biological Role of Mineral Transporters In Bone Formation
Biological utilization of a mineral encompasses far more than just mineral absorption. Biological utilization
of minerals includes mineral absorption, mineral transport in the blood stream and mineral delivery into the
tissues. Most mineral supplements generally break apart during the processes of digestion releasing ionized
minerals into the lumen of the digestive tract, which are then moved into the bloodstream. Just getting a
mineral into the blood stream doesn’t guarantee that the mineral can be directed to any particular tissue or
be transported across the cell membrane to the cell interior (31,45).
The joining of carrier molecules with minerals forms electrically neutral compounds that have different
transport properties than unbound ionized minerals (39). Calcium orotate, calcium arginate, calcium
aspartate, calcium 2-AEP, magnesium orotate, zinc orotate and zinc aspartate are mineral transporters.
When these mineral transporters are properly manufactured to be acid resistant, they deliver minerals still
bound to the transporter into the alkaline environment of the small intestine where the mineral compounds
are absorbed relatively intact from the digestive tract into the blood stream with the mineral still bound to
the transporter (37-39).
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The mineral-transporter complex remains stable in the blood stream with low dissociation, and the minerals
are not released until the mineral-transporter complex enters the target tissues/cells. The attachment of
minerals to carrier molecules forms electrically neutral stable complexes that allow selective direction of
minerals to particular tissues that metabolically use the carrier molecules. This form of directed mineral
nutrition even enhances mineral entry even into cells that have disturbed cell membranes. Use of mineral
transporters can increase the bioavailability of minerals to bone tissue (31-36, 46-51).
Calcium orotate, calcium aspartate, calcium arginate, calcium 2-AEP, magnesium orotate, zinc orotate and
zinc aspartate are all efficient mineral transporters for conditions associated with mineral loss in bone tissue
(32, 36, 39, 46-47, 49) and are excellent vehicles for delivering bioavailable minerals to bone tissue
undergoing decalcification. Because these mineral transporters can penetrate through cell membranes they
can compensate for impaired calcium, magnesium and zinc transport through cell membranes and be
effective delivery compounds for intracellular supplementation of these minerals (36-39).
The pentose pathway is involved in the metabolic processes of cartilage, blood vessels, the cardiac
conduction system, connective tissue, lymphatics, bone matrix, blood brain barrier, keratin building tissues
(skin, hair and nails), liver and ligaments (39, 46, 49-51). Because orotic acid is a substrate in the pentose
phosphate pathway, orotate mineral transporters are able to bioaccumulate in tissues, such as bone, that use
this pathway (52). In addition, orotic acid is a naturally occurring substance that is a key intermediate in the
biosynthetic pathway of pyrimidines (53).
Pyrimidines are important constituents of nucleic acids, which are required for the synthesis of DNA and
RNA molecules. An under appreciated feature of bone stress is stress induced depletion of bone cell
pyrimidine levels. Dietary mineral orotates are metabolic supplements that can potentially correct depleted
bone cell pryrimidine levels. This explanation illustrates that minerally bound orotic acid can facilitate
formation of DNA and RNA, which in turn controls protein formation in repair and regeneration of tissues
(54). One of the critical features of bone enhancement with nutrients is to insure that the protein
components of bone matrix are produced. Mineral orotates have stimulating effects on cell protein
production, in growing tissue (54). Any improvement in cellular protein synthesis in bone forming cells and
increase in calcium, magnesium and zinc bioavailability to bone forming cells, in active remodeling bone
tissue, can reduce these rate-limiting factors in bone formation and bone mineralization (39, 46-49).
Magnesium orotate is a mineral transporter where magnesium is bound orotic acid (52). Magnesium orotate
can help assure delivery of magnesium intracellularly into bone forming cells (39). This is important since
intracellular magnesium is required for transport of ionized calcium into cells through the cell membranes.
Intracellular magnesium not only plays a role in intracellular calcium transport, but it is also needed for
energy production and along with zinc is needed for protein synthesis and for the activation of the enzyme
required for production of hydroxyapatite, the calcium crystal that creates bone hardness.
Calcium orotate, calcium aspartate, calcium arginate and calcium 2-AEP are valuable food supplements
that can deliver calcium to bone tissue without creating excessive blood calcium levels. These compounds
are beneficial in assuring calcium delivery to bone in conditions, such as trauma due to strenuous exercise
or accidents, where damaged cell membranes and reduced cellular capacitance can impair cellular calcium
entry, protein synthesis and calcium crystal formation and deposition.
Calcium 2-AEP plays a dual role both as a mineral carrier that releases calcium on the cell membrane
surface and as a cell membrane repair material. Calcium 2-AEP was considered by Dr. Hans Nieper to be a
cell membrane integrity factor (29). When the AEP is incorporated into cell membranes it helps in the
repair of membrane structure and membrane functions (32). The incorporation of AEP molecules into cell
membranes helps bind electrically charged calcium ions to the exterior surface of the cell membranes. By
rebuilding cell membrane structure and binding of electric charges to cell membranes, AEP helps normalize
the electric charge of cell membranes, particularly in diseased and damaged tissues.
Calcium 2-AEP enhances normal membrane activity by assisting the cell membrane in maintaining its
electronic function allowing for proper production of cellular capacitance (37-39). The capacitance of cell
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membranes is a reflection of the amount of charge in the membrane. Healthy cells are able to maintain their
membrane charge. Unhealthy and damaged cells have structural membrane abnormalities and imbalances
of intracellular mineral concentrations, which result in lower membrane capacitance. One of the most
important electronic roles of the cell membrane is creation of charge, maintenance of charge and the
transfer of that charge to genetic material, which facilitates cellular protein synthesis. Reestablishing cell
membrane structure in damaged cells and maintaining a healthy capacitance of the cell membranes of
osteoblast cells is critical in the repair of damaged bone tissue and in supporting remodeling processes in
bone.
Proper crystallization of calcium salts in bone formation is dependent on maintaining a healthy
electromagnetic potential in the cell membranes of bone forming cells (osteoblasts). Supplementation with
calcium 2-AEP can be helpful in maintaining and rebuilding bone density in osteoporosis and in traumatic
injury to the bone (29). Calcium 2-AEP is included in bone support to support the membrane capacitance in
osteoblast cells, since a healthy capacitance is needed for bone formation. Calcium 2-AEP is a useful repair
compound in traumatic and inflammatory conditions where bone cells are damaged (55). Calcium 2-AEP is
combined with calcium aspartate, calcium arginate and calcium orotate in bone nutrition because these
other calcium mineral transporters have an affinity for the connective tissue of bone and intervertebral discs
making them particularly beneficial in improving bone density and bone remodeling processes (39, 46-47).
Zinc aspartate and calcium aspartate are mineral transporters where the minerals are bound to the amino
acid aspartic acid. Aspartate mineral transporters are able to penetrate the cell membrane and deliver
minerals intracellularly (37-39). In the process of the aspartic acid being metabolized, the minerals are
released on the inner layer of the cell membrane. Aspartic acid is a non-essential amino acid that can be
synthesized from oxaloacetate. Aspartic acid is itself the precursor of orotic acid, lysine, methionine and
threonine.
Zinc is included my bone support approach, since zinc depletion and deficiency can develop during
physical or emotional stress, especially if it is prolonged. Individuals who have had trauma or surgery will
also use and lose large amounts of zinc, lysine, glutamine and vitamin C as the body mobilizes these
nutrients in order to repair itself.
A number of minerals and trace elements other than calcium are involved in skeletal strength (56). In
addition strenuous exercise will accelerate body excretion of minerals and create increased demands for
certain critical nutrients involved in maintenance of bone density. Low calcium along with low magnesium,
boron, copper, manganese, zinc and vitamins C, D, K, B12, B6 and folic acid are nutritional factors that
may pre-dispose to osteoporosis (57-58) Since calcium supplementation alone may reduce absorption of
magnesium and zinc further compromising potential deficiencies of these minerals it is prudent to also
supplement these minerals (59-60). While copper deficiency is relatively uncommon, it can occur in people
who supplement with zinc and vitamin C without also increasing copper intake, since both of these
essential nutrients can interfere with copper absorption (61-62).
The use of a bone support program that addresses not only calcium metabolism, but also the biophysical
aspects of bone formation may be beneficial for individuals at risk for exercise related bone calcium loss
and osteoporosis. I have found that this approach is particularly beneficial in hastening the recovery of
orthopedic injuries and in individuals with osteoporosis. I believe the use of mineral transporters is the best
way to deliver bioavailable minerals to bone tissue.
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